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Minimum Required Distance of Strain Gauge from Specimen for
Measuring Transmitted Signal in Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar Test
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Abstract. The minimum required distance of the strain gauge on the transmitted bar of the split Hopkinson bar has
been determined from the position of a metallic specimen via an explicit finite element analysis. The minimum
required distance was determined when the strain–time profiles at r = 0, 0.5Ro and 1.0Ro, were coincident (r is the
radial position and Ro is the radius of the bar.). The determined minimum required distance, f(x), is presented as a
function of the relative specimen diameter to that of the bar (x = D/Do): f(x) = – 0.9385x3 + 0.6624x2 – 0.7459x +
1.4478 x  . This result demonstrates the Saint-Venant’s principle of rapid dissipation of localized stress in
transient loading. The result will be useful for the design/modification of the pseudo-one-dimensional impact
instruments that utilise a stress pulse transmitted through the specimen. The result will also allow one to avoid
unnecessarily remote strain gage position from the specimen.
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A strain rate-dependent constitutive equation [1, 2] is
indispensable for the modelling and simulation-based
design of solids and structures exposed to high strain rate
events [3–6] such as crashes in high-speed transportation
systems (airplanes, express trains, and automobiles),
high-speed machining, blasting of rock and buildings,
impact, penetration, and explosion. Stress–strain curves
measured under the uniaxial stress condition at a wide
range of strain rates are required for the calibration of a
strain-rate-dependent constitutive equation. Pseudo-onedimensional impact systems such as the split Hopkinson
bar (SHB) [7–11] and the direct impact bar (DIB) [12–
16] are widely used for measuring the uniaxial stress–
strain curves of various materials at strain rates of
approximately 102–104 s-1 and over 104 s-1, respectively.
In the DIB, the striker itself impacts the specimen
directly and thus, there is no incident bar (Fig. 1(a)); the
strain gauge is attached only to the transmitted bar. In the
SHB (Fig. 1(b)), a disk-type specimen is sandwiched
between the incident and transmitted bars; the strain
gauges are attached to both the incident and transmitted
bars (Fig. 1(b)). The strain gauge on the incident bar has
to be sufficiently away (a distance of x) from the
specimen (x > L, where L is the striker length) to avoid
the superposition of the incident and reflected pulses. For
both the DIB and SHB, the strain gauge in the transmitted
bar is essential for measuring the specimen stress.
In these instruments, the diameter of the specimen is
usually smaller than that of the bar to avoid the radial
expansion of the specimen beyond the bar diameter.

According to a recent study [10], the diameter of oxygenfree high thermal conductivity copper specimen needs to
be far less than the bar diameter to obtain the stress–strain
curve in the SHB test under a constant strain rate.
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Figure 1. Schematics of (a) direct impact bar and (b) split
Hopkinson pressure bar, and (c) considered gauge positions in
this study (z and r are the axial and radial positions from the
specimen and the axis of symmetry, respectively).

If the specimen diameter is smaller than that of the
bar, stresses in the bar are not evenly distributed in the
region near the specimen because a part of the bar end
region is a free surface which is not in contact with the
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ı = ($%İn)(1+Cln(İࡆ / İࡆ o))(1–T*m)

specimen. As a result, the measured stress on the bar
surface near the specimen does not represent the bar
stress in equilibrium with the specimen. Under such a
circumstance, it is desirable to attach the strain gauge in
the transmitted bar at a distance sufficiently remote from
the specimen, where the stress (strain) is evenly
distributed along the radial direction in the bar.
On the other hand, the shape of a stress pulse
disperses as it travels the bar [17, 18], resulting in
fluctuation in the measured curves of stress–strain and
strain rate–strain using the SHB signals. The longer the
distance of the strain gauge from the specimen in the
transmitted bar, the higher the degree of dispersion,
which necessitates dispersion correction to reduce
fluctuation in the measured curves.
If the minimum required distance of the strain gage is
revealed, it will deepen understanding of the stress wave
propagation characteristics in the specimen–bar system,
which is essential for the design and modification of the
pseudo-one-dimensional impact instruments. Knowledge
on minimum required distance will also allow one to
avoid unnecessarily remote strain gage position from the
specimen because an overly long distance will only
increase the necessity of dispersion correction. In these
regards, this study reveals the minimum required distance
of the strain gauge on the transmitted bar that allows the
measurement of the evenly distributed stress (strain) in
the bar when the specimen diameter is smaller than that
of the bar. In this work, compression is denoted with a
positive sign.

(1)

T = (T–Tref)/(Tm–Tref)
*

where İ, İࡆ, and T are the true plastic strain, true plastic
strain rate, and temperature of the specimen, respectively;
A (90 MPa), B (292 MPa), n (0.31), C (0.025), and m
(1.09) are material parameters [1]; İࡆ o, Tref are the
reference values of the strain rate and temperature for
calibration of the model; and Tm (1,356 K) is the melting
point of the specimen.
In the post processing stage, the profile of the axial
strain in the incident bar (HI) was extracted from a surface
element at 1,000 mm from the specimen. The profiles of
the axial strain in the transmitted bar (HT’s) were
extracted from a series of elements illustrated in Fig. 1(c):
the axial distances (z’s) of elements varied from zero to
1.5Do at a step size of 0.25Do; three radial distances (r’s)
i.e., r = 0, 0.5Ro and 1.0Ro, were considered (Ro is the
radius of the bar).
The extracted signals in the numerical simulation
were processed through a one-dimensional analysis [7–
11]:
s = (A/Ao) eT (t)

(2)

eࡆ = – 2 (Co/L) eR (t)

(3)

e = – 2 (Co/L) ෟ t eR (t) dt

(4)

0

where, s, eࡆ, and e are the nominal stress, nominal strain
rate, and nominal strain of the specimen, respectively; A
and L are the initial cross-sectional area and initial length
of the specimen, respectively; eT and eR are the nominal
strain records of the transmitted and reflected pulses,
respectively, and t is time. Co (=(Eo/ȡo)1/2) and Ao are the
velocity of sound and cross-sectional area of the bar,
respectively. The true stress–strain and true strain rate–
strain curves of the specimen were determined from the
corresponding engineering stress–strain and engineering
strain rate–strain curves by assuming that the volume of
the specimen remains constant during deformation.
To verify whether the strain signals extracted from a
given axial position allows the reliable determination of
the stress–strain and strain rate–strain curves, the strain
rate equation in Ref. [10] was employed:

2 Numerical analysis
A compression-mode SHB experiment was simulated
using an explicit finite element analysis. The diameters
(Do) of the striker, incident bar, and transmitted bar were
20 mm while their lengths were 300, 2,000 and 1,000 mm,
respectively. The length of the specimen was 5 mm,
while a range of specimen diameters were considered:
D/Do ratios were 0.10, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 0.90 (D and Do
are the initial diameters of the specimen and bar,
respectively). The striker was initially 0.1 mm away from
the bar, and its initial velocity was set as 15 m/s.
Considering the axial symmetry of the SHB system,
half of the two-dimensional axisymmetric geometry was
discretised using four-node bilinear axisymmetric
quadrilateral elements (CAX4R). The sizes of the
elements in the bar and specimen were approximately 1 ×
1 and 0.1 × 0.1 mm2, respectively. The employed
elements passed a separate mesh sensitivity test. No
friction was considered between the contact surfaces.
Maraging steel (C300) and OFHC copper were
considered as the materials for the specimen and bar
(striker), respectively. The density, elastic modulus, and
Poisson’s ratio of maraging steel were considered to be
8,000 kg/m3, 190 GPa, and 0.29, respectively. The
corresponding values for OFHC copper were 8,940 kg/m3,
115 GPa, and 0.31, respectively. Plastic deformation
behaviour of the OFHC copper specimen was described
using the Johnson–Cook (JC) constitutive model [1]:

İࡆ = (Vo – 2Aı/Ao ȡo Coexp (–İ)) / L exp (–İ)

(5)

where İ, İࡆ, and ı are true strain, true strain rate, and true
stress of the specimen, respectively.

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Determination of the gauge position
The stress profiles at two different locations in the
transmitted bar are presented in Fig. 2 for the case where
the relative specimen diameter (D/Do) is 0.5. In Fig. 2(a),
the magnitudes of stress pulses at z = 0.25Do differ
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especially İT at z = 1.0Do is reliable, where İT at r=0,
0.5Ro and 1.0Ro coincide. Therefore, this study
determines the strain gauge position (zc) on the
transmitted bar when İT(z; r = 0), İT(z; r = 0.5Ro), and
İT(z; r = 1.0Ro), coincide.
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In Fig. 2(a), the maximum strain value at a given pulse
profile is marked as the closed square. This maximum
value of a given profile was normalized to the
corresponding value of the profile at z = zc, and the
normalized values (İT(z)/ İT(zc)) at r = 0 are presented in
Fig. 4(a) for a range of the relative specimen diameters
(D/Do’s). The normalized values at r = 0.5Ro and 1.0Ro
are also presented in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), respectively.
At r = 0 (Fig. 4(a)) and 0.5Ro (Fig. 4(b)), interestingly,
the normalized value of the axial strain is maximized at
the axial position between zero and zc. This maximization
of the axial strain is similar to the phenomenon observed
in a quasi-static indentation where the maximum axial
stress does not appear at the contact surface but at a
distance slightly below the contact surface [19, 20].

700

Figure 2. Axial stress profile at (a) z = 0.25Do and (b) 1.0Do for
the case where D/Do ratio is 0.5.
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If the strain signals at r = 0, 0.5, and 1.0Ro coincide at
a given axial distance (z), the stress state in the bar can be
regarded as being homogeneously distributed and thus
the strain signal extracted at r 侔 R may be used to
determine the specimen properties such as the dynamic
stress–strain curve. To verify this point, the stress–strain
and strain rate–strain curves were constructed using strain
signals, i.e., İR and İT(z = 1.0Do; r = 1.0Ro) for the case
where D/Do = 0.5. The result is presented in Fig. 3, where
the curves S and R were determined via Eqs. (1)–(3).
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Included in Fig. 3 are curves S and R , which were
determined by averaging the values of the axial stress and
strain rate of the specimen elements. Curves Sel and Rel
are available only in simulation (not in experiment).
Fig. 3 also includes curves R* and S*, which were
obtained by simultaneously solving the constitutive
equation of the specimen (Eq. (1)) and the strain rate
equation (Eq. (5)) using the Excel program available in
Ref. [10]. Curves S* and R* are the stress–strain and
strain rate–strain curves predicted based the theory of
specimen strain rate in the SHB10 and the constitutive
equation. In the experiment, the constitutive parameters
of the JC model can be reasonably estimated from quasistatic tests via the method described in Ref. [10]. Curves
S* and R* determined in this way can be referred to
before carrying out the SHB experiment.
Finally, Fig. 3 includes curves S** and R**, which
were obtained by applying curves S and R, respectively,
to Eq. (5). Consistency of curves S** and R** with S and
R, respectively, can be used to verify the reliability of the
experimental curves of S and R, respectively.
It can be observed from Fig. 3(a) that the curves S, Sel,
S* and S** are consistent. In Fig. 3(b), the curves R, Rel,
R*, and R** are also consistent. From these observations,
it can be confirmed that the strain signals İI and
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Figure 3. Curves of (a) stress–strain and (b) strain rate–strain
determined for the case where D/Do = 0.5.
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seen that they coincide at z = 1.0Do
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Figure 4. Normalized values (İT(z)/İT(zc)) at (a) r = 0, (b) r =
0.5Ro, and (c) r = 1.0Ro for a range of D/Do ratios. (d) Minimum
required distance (zc) for the gauge position in the transmitted
bar.

At r = 1.0Ro (Fig. 4(c)), the normalized strain value is
generally lower at the axial position (z) near the
specimen; the smaller the specimen diameter, the lower
the strain value. This observation results from the fact
that, when the specimen diameter is smaller than the bar,
the stress is not equally distributed in the transmitted bar
as a part of the bar end is in contact with the free surface
instead of the specimen.
As mentioned, the strain gauge positions (zc’s) in the
transmitted bar were determined when İT(z; r = 0), İT(z; r
= 0.5Ro), and İT(z; r = 1.0Ro), coincide. The determined
result for a range of relative specimen diameters (D/Do
ratios) is shown in Fig. 4(d). As can be seen in Fig. 4(d),
the minimum required distance increases as the specimen
diameter decreases. Included in Fig 4(d) is the least
square fit using a third order polynomial: f(x) = –
0.9385x3 + 0.6624x2 – 0.7459x + 1.4478 (0.1  x   
where f(x) is the minimum required distance and x = D/Do.
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This curve can be referred to for determining the
minimum distance for positioning strain gauge on the
transmitted bar for specimens with a different diameter
from the ones used for numerical analysis in this study.

strain gage was sufficiently remote from the specimen.
Further detailed numerical verification is necessary to
reaveal a more accurate maximum bar diameter, up to
which there is no need for the surface signal correction to
obtain the bar axis signal.

3.3 Verification for extreme cases

3.4 Saint-Venant’s principle
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The minimum required distance shown in Fig. 4(d) was
obtained for the OFHC specimen with a given plastic
property described by the parameters A, B, n, C, and m in
Eq. (1). The parameter A determines the yield strength of
the material. To verify whether the determined distance
indicated in Fig. 4(d) can be used for a higher-strength
material, this study additionally considered a hypothetical
specimen with an A value of 800 MPa (the rest of the JC
parameters are the same as the OFHC copper specimen).
Example cases of the strain profiles when D/Do = 0.5 at z
= 1.0Do are shown in Fig. 5 (a).
1500
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Saint-Venant’s principle [22] states that “If the forces
acting on a small portion of the surface of an elastic body
are replaced by another statically equivalent system of
forces acting on the same portion of the surface, this
redistribution of loading produces substantial changes in
the stresses locally, but has a negligible effect on the
stresses at distances which are large in comparison with
the linear dimensions of the surface on which the forces
are changed”. An example of the principle is
schematically illustrated in Fig. 6, where the same
magnitude of load (100 kgf) is applied to the bar from a
small-diameter (high-density) or a large-diameter (lowdensity) object. Although the local stress fields near the
objects are different for the two comparing cases, they are
practically the same after a short distance from the
bar/object contact surface. In this regard, the principle is
conveniently called ‘Saint-Venant’s principle of rapid
dissipation of localized stress’ [23]. The principle was
generally considered in quasi-static loading. The result
presented in this study, Figure 4(d), has a meaning in that
it serves as an example of the Saint-Venant’s principle in
transient loading. Figure 4(d) describes the principle on a
quantitative base, which supplements the qualitative
description of the principle in recent studies [24, 25].
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Figure 5. Axial stress profiles at z = 1.0Do for a D/Do ratio of
0.5. The yield strength of the specimen and the bar diameter
(Do) were (a) 800 MPa and 20 mm, respectively, and (b) 90
MPa and 100 mm, respectively.

In Fig. 5(a), magnitudes of the İT profiles at r = 0, 0.5
and 1.0Ro reasonably coincide, which is consistent with
the result in Fig. 4(d) where zc = 1.0Do when D/Do = 0.5
for the OFHC specimen with an A value of 90 MPa.
Therefore, the quantified minimum distance in Fig. 4(d)
can be used for specimens with a yield strength of at least
up to 800 MPa.
The minimum required distance shown in Fig. 4(d)
was obtained by considering a bar diameter of 20 mm. To
verify whether the determined result in Fig. 4(c) can be
used for a bar with a larger diameter, this study
additionally considered the case where the diameters of
the specimen and bar were enlarged while their axial
lengths were not varied. Example cases of the strain
profiles when D/Do = 0.5 at z = 1.0Do are shown in Fig. 5
(b) for the case when Do was 100 mm.
In Fig. 5(b), there are only three peaks in the strain
pulse period (marked as M1, M2, and M3). In our separate
analysis, number of such peaks decreases with the bar
diameter (not shown), which results from the deviation of
the impact system from the one-dimensional nature with
the increase of the bar diameter. The issue on the
allowable maximum bar diameter for the reliable
measurement of specimen properties needs further study
for clarification. From the observation that the three
curves at r = 0, 0.5R, and 1.0R in Fig. 5(b) are reasonably
coincident, the quantified result in Fig. 4(d) can be used
for a bar diameter of up to at least 100 mm. In the
literature [21], the necessity of correction for the strain
signal measured on the bar surface to obtain the signal at
the bar axis was reported even for the case where the

100 kgf

100 kgf

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6. Force lines when a quasi-static load (100 kgf) is
applied to the bar from (a) a small-diameter or (b) a largediameter disk. (c) Comparison of the force lines.

4 Conclusions
Numerical analyses of the split Hopkinson bar
experiment were carried out via an explicit finite element
analysis for a range of relative specimen diameters to that
of the bar (D/Do). Based on the result of numerical
analyses, the minimally required distance of the strain
gauge from the specimen surface in the transmitted bar
was quantified from the viewpoint of the coincidence of
the strain profiles at r = 0, 0.5Ro and 1.0Ro. The obtained
result is f(x) = – 0.9385x3 + 0.6624x2 – 0.7459x + 1.4478
(0.1  x    where f(x) is the minimum required
distance and x = D/Do. This result can be used for
specimens with a yield strength of at least up to 800 MPa
and for a bar diameter of up to at least 100 mm. The
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minimum required distance is an example of the SaintVenant’s principle of rapid dissipation of localized stress
in transient loading. The result will be useful for the
design and modification of the pseudo-one-dimensional
impact instruments that utilise a stress pulse transmitted
through the specimen. The result will also allow one to
avoid unnecessarily remote strain gage position from the
specimen because an overly long distance will only
increase the necessity of dispersion correction.
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